FW6600

Portable Worklight

Applications
Suitable for illumination of repair works of cables, distribution
boxes, high poles, etc.

Features
Multifunctional: it can be used as a flashlight, mobile worklight
or fixed lighting.
Mobile lighting: it is designed to be held by hand or carried by
shoulder, and carrying case can be ordered separately.
Fixed lighting: it can be fixed by magnetic adsorption, and
hook can be ordered separately.
Cover provides high light transmittance, soft light and uniform
optical distributions free from glare.
It is supplied with built-in lithium battery and charger.
Charging time of fast-charging mode is only 3 hours.
Powerbank is suitable for charging the worklight at rescue
scenes or when there is not enough time for charging.
Battery capacity indication and low capacity warning allow for
safety of operation. Operator can check residual capacity
directly and charge the battery when it falls low.
Robust housing ensures excellent impact resistance. No
damage is found after the test of falling from 1m above the
ground.
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Components
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1. Broad beam button
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2. Plug for charging port
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3. Charging indicator
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4. Narrow beam button
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5. Cover
6. Magnetic ring
7. Light head
8. Hook

Technical data
Model: FW6600
1. Rated voltage: 7.4 V DC

5. Center illuminance (2 m away from light source):

2. Battery capacity: 5 Ah

> 20 Lx (broad beam, working light)

3. Light source: LED

> 30 Lx (broad beam, spotlight)

Rated power: 9 W (broad beam) / 3 W (narrow beam)

> 750 Lx (narrow beam, working light)

Life: > 100000 h

> 1500 Lx (narrow beam, spotlight)

4. Duration: > 5.5 h (broad beam, working light)
> 3.5 h (broad beam, spotlight)
> 35 h (narrow beam, working light)
> 20 h (narrow beam, spotlight)

6. Charging time: ≤ 3 h
7. Battery life: approx. 1000 cycles
8. Dimensions: 385 mm × 63 mm × 70 mm
9. Weight: 0.7 kg
10. Degree of protection: IP 65
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